CASE STUDY
Sophisticated Lighting Makes for Magical Weddings

CHALLENGE
The owners of Ashford Estate sought to enliven its ballroom
efficiently and cost effectively, while introducing an elegant flair of
color-changing lights that seamlessly fit into the existing structure. .

SOLUTION
Install LED-fitted interior lighting solutions, manufactured by
ILUMINARC®, which blended beautifully into the architecture and
allowed a considerable reduction of the overall budget that doubled
the amount of fixtures than originally planned.
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The complete left side with all three
fixtures makes one channel. Thus the
right side comprises another. This facet
in the lighting design allows for the
same column, alcove and archway
to be lit by two different colors at the
same time.
“During the reception’s first two hours
the ballroom is lit by the same color
throughout,” said Fennelli. “Later on
guests experience a big color change
and people are amazed.”
Fennelli is no stranger to amazing
people. He has been providing event
production services since 1986. The
industry has changed significantly since
then, specifically with the technogical
advances in LED-based lighting. For
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the Ashford Estate project, the low
heat emission, long life, and efficient
energy consumption of Ilumipod and
Ilumiline products were a winning and
economical solution.
“ILUMINARC® was the best choice,”
said Fennelli, “because the fixtures
were built right into the building—into
the architecture—permanently. They
just blend.”
Awarded the project after meeting with
the estate’s owner, Fennelli shared his
vision of what colored lighting can do
while shaving a considerable portion
off of the overall budget. By using
ILUMINARC®, Fennilli added twice as
many lights to the project.

James Fennelli
Owner of Fennelli Design Group

Ashford Estate installed interior lighting solutions from the ILUMINARC® Logic system, which seamlessly blended into the
architecture. The energy efficient fixtures add elegant colors and, at times, a dramatic ambiance for a variety of weddings
and private functions held at the estate.
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